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tors in the directions of the relative momenta of
the initial and final states. From (4) and (5) we
have
ab~+a"b0

,

(6)

P= aa"+bb [kxk],

where a0 is the cross section of the unpolarized
protons.
2. The intrinsic parity changes, i.e., I-n-Ip =
- IyiK. The matrix (2) is pseudoscalar with a = 0
and b = btk + b 2k'. In this case we have
(7)

dovich has shown that in a gas with a high thermal
conductivity and negligible viscosity the entropy
goes through a maximum and in that case the speed
of sound in the system of coordinates associated
with the discontinuity is equal to the local speed
of sound. 1 We shall show that this coincidence
also occurs in other cases. For a maximum to
exist we must have a non-hydrodynamic energy
flux associated above all with the thermal conductivity, since the viscosity alone can only increase
the entropy. If we differentiate with respect to V
( specific volume) the condition of the conservation
of momentum flux at the point dS = 0 we obtain:
4 !L -l-- = - m2 + ( -3
'

( dp )
dVs

Finally we obtain
cr (6, rp)

= cr 0 (1 +

P0 P sin (o - cp)),

= +P 0Psino.

(9)

Thus a measurement of the reaction (1) with a
polarized target would permit a determination of
the polarization P of the hyperon in the reaction
with an unpolarized target. If the parity ( KY)
relative to ( 71p) is known, then this experiment
would also allow one to determine the sign of the
polarization. On the other hand, if the sign of the
polarization is determined from the hyperon decay,
then the proposed experiment would afford a possibility to determine the -relative parity ( KY).
1 F.

S. Crawford et al., Phys. Rev. 108, 1102
(1957).
2 T. D. Lee et al., Phys. Rev. 106, 1367 (1957).
Translated by J. Heberle
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\ d (du)
~)-

dVdx

(8)

where 6 is the azimuth of the initial polarization
vector ( P 0 is in the plane perpendicular to k).
Hence the asymmetry is equal to
e(6)
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The behavior of entropy in the transition zone
of a not very strong shock wave is described by
the general heat-transfer equation. Ia. B. Zel'-

(1)
The last term is equal to zero since at the point
S = Smax the velocity has a point of inflection,
which can be shown to exist both in the case of
weak waves, 2 and also in the case of waves of
arbitrary intensity. At the same time ( dp/dV )s
= - m 2 = - p2u2 , from which it follows that ± u =

co.
If we now turn to magnetohydrodynamics, then
finite conductivity (Joule heat) alone can only increase the entropy. It may go through a maximum
if we take thermal conductivity into account. Then,
by investigating the conditions for the conservation
of momentum flux and of the magnetic field perpendicular to the flow of gas, 3 it can be shown that
a maximum exists when ±u = cm = (c~ + H2/47rp) 112 ,
if the field has a point of inflection at this point.
If the influence of thermal conductivity or of
any kind of diffusion is predominant while the viscosity and the Joule heat can be neglected, then
the coincidence noted above can be easily established even in the relativistic case. It is of interest to note that under these circumstances, in the
case of detonation, the process passes through
the Jouguet point twice: the first time when the
medium undergoes shock compression, but subsequently the removal of heat due to thermal conductivity lowers the entropy, and the process
arrives at a point on the Hugoniot adiabatic, and
from there the initiated detonation again brings
the process to the Jouguet point.
2. We shall investigate qualitatively some aspects of the physical picture of the structure of a
normal shock wave in magnetohydrodynamics. In
this case a new type of dissipation, Joule heat, appears and manifests itself in the formula for the
entropy discontinuity in a weak wave: 4
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where 11 = H2I 41Tpc~ is the ratio of the Alfven
velocity to the velocity of sound. The Joule dissipation predominates for 11 > 1. It can also be estimated directly:
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where, for example, L = .6.H (dHidx)max· On comparing (3) and the last term in (2) we obtain:
4vm

oc = (w-z-12c-:,) [4l 3 v

+ ~/p

+ (y- 1) X. I c1, + vmH 2 I 4rtpc;,] = aw

0

L = - (aV ;ap)s8pm

equation shows that the field gradually approaches
its "frozen-in" equilibrium value. The conductivity determines only the method of relaxation.
We give also the coefficient of absorption for
sound propagated at right angles to the field in a
medium of sufficiently high conductivity,

(4)

This result depends somewhat on the method of
averaging, but in order of magnitude we always
have L ~ vm I cm. If we measure the variation
of the field in the shock wave by some kind of
induction method, we can estimate the conductivity of the medium.
As a increases ( v - 0 ) the width of the front
decreases, but the field gradients increase in such
a way that the discontinuity in the entropy depends
only on the discontinuity in the field. While the
problem is formulated with the conductivity considered infinite everywhere, this is not the case
inside the transition zone. In a reference system
associated with the discontinuity front, there exists throughout the whole space an electric field
given by E = (u 1 x H 1 ) I c. Behind the front both
the magnetic field and the velocity vary and currents appear:
- dH I dx = 4rtj I c = (E- uH I c) 4rta I c = (H'- H) u I Vm,
(5)

where

Thus H' is the field which exists at the given
point under the condition of being "frozen in." The

(6)
2,

where w is the frequency, v and ~ are the kinematic and the volume viscosities of the medium,
and XP is the coefficient of thermal conductivity.
In the case H = 0 formula (6) reduces to the usual
formula for the damping coefficient of a sound
wave.2 In classical gas dynamics the corresponding parameter a determines, for a given .6.p, the
smearing of the front of a weak shock wave. 2 As
the field increases the value of our quantity a
decreases, and this shows that the dimensions
of the transition zone decrease, while everything
else remains the same. This can also be seen
from (4).
In conclusion, we express our thanks to Ia. B.
Zel'dovich and S. B. Pikel'ner for discussions
which were useful to the authors.
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